Electronically manage critical dealership documents.

Dealertrack Reflections eliminates the paper shuffle by enabling you to scan, store and electronically retrieve your dealership documents.

Reflections Document Management helps you say goodbye to overcrowded filing cabinets and hours of filing. Store and manage all your critical dealership documents in a secure, hosted environment, without per-page fees or additional storage fees. Reflections offers unlimited users and unlimited storage; no caps and no hidden fees.

Full integration with Dealertrack DMS allows you to streamline your capture process by auto-archiving and COLD capturing documents throughout the DMS. Printing a document just to scan it is inefficient and time consuming. Auto-archiving and COLD capture eliminates the hassle of printing and scanning by automatically saving documents at many points within the DMS.

Features and Benefits:

- **Security** – All documents are stored and backed-up within a secure server and can be easily retrieved. Electronic storage of critical documents insures your dealership against natural disasters, and the risk of human error.

- **Compliance** – Stay in compliance by capturing and storing essential documents such as Audit and Warranty copies.

- **Productivity** – Reduce time searching for, filing and distributing paper documents.

- **Integration** – Full integration enables effortless storage of documents without the hassle of unnecessary printing with auto-archiving and COLD capture.